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Abstract 
China’s rise drives a growing impact of China on economics. So far, this mainly works via the 
force of example, but there is also an emerging role of Chinese thinking in economics. This 
paper raises the question how far Chinese perspectives can affect certain foundational princi-
ples in economics, such as the assumptions on individualism and self-interest allegedly origi-
nating in Adam Smith. I embark on sketching a ‘third culture’ in economics, employing a 
notion from cross-cultural communication theory, which starts out from the observation that 
the Chinese model was already influential during the European enlightenment, especially on 
physiocracy, suggesting a particular conceptualization of the relation between good govern-
ment and a liberal market economy. I relate this observation with the current revisionist view 
on China’s economic history which has revealed the strong role of markets in the context of 
informal institutions, and thereby explains the strong performance of the Chinese economy in 
pre-industrial times. I sketch the cultural legacy of this pattern for traditional Chinese concep-
tions of social interaction and behavior, which are still strong in rural society until today. 
These different strands of argument are woven together in a comparison between Confucian 
thinking and Adam Smith, especially with regard to the ‘Theory of Moral Sentiments’, which 
ends up in identifying a number of conceptual family resemblances between the two. I con-
clude with sketching a ‘third culture’ in economics in which moral aspects of economic action 
loom large, as well as contextualized thinking in economic policies. 
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1  Towards the sinicization of economics? 
 
Concomitant with China’s rise as an economic power, we observe an increasing impact of 
China on economic thinking. Currently, this happens mostly by the force of example. China’s 
rise questions some established standards in economic theory, especially in contrast to certain 
basic assumptions in the so-called Washington consensus of development economics (Rodrik 
2006). China’s experience was an important input into the careful revision of certain assump-
tions about strategies of development, summarized in the “Report on Growth” (Commission 
on Growth and Development 2008), which has been also recognized by the World Bank, the 
major foreign adviser to Chinese economic policy after 1978. This special role of China was 
also reflected in the appointment of a Chinese economist as World Bank Chief Economist, 
Justin Lin Yifu, who is currently promoting a ‘New Structural Economics’ as a framework for 
development economics (Lin 2010). Beyond this power of example, recently China also has 
begun to submit proposals for reforms of the international economic order, especially with 
regard to the international monetary system.  
These observations raise the question whether China can also emerge as a major source of 
ideas about economics and economic policy in the near future. This question can be framed in 
two different ways. One is to ask whether Chinese economists will contribute to the develop-
ment of economic science, as it stands. This will necessarily happen, and certainly already 
happens, reflecting the increasing internationalization of Chinese scholarship as a result of the 
past history of the massive ‘studying abroad’ phenomenon, among other factors. The other 
perspective on the question refers to the deeper level of the underlying philosophy and ideol-
ogy of economics. For a long time, this question would have been seen in the light of the tra-
ditional and now obsolete contrast between modern economics and Marxism. Today, the ideo-
logical foundations of modern Chinese economic development are obscure, and mostly seen 
as non-existent, in the sense of an endemic pragmatism and, possibly, even political cynicism, 
since what seems compatible with maintaining the current political system, seems also ac-
ceptable as economic policy, as long as the policy fosters economic growth.  
In this paper, I wish to focus on an even deeper level. This is the question how far Chinese 
culture could be a source of novelties in modern conceptions about the fundamentals of eco-
nomics and economic policy (for my approach to Chinese culture in general, see Herrmann-
Pillath 2006, 2009a). This inquiry is different from the search for specific economic ideas 
emerging from reflections on the rise of China, because if refers to both the domain of eco-
nomic and philosophical thinking and the domain of general values and conceptions of eco-
nomic life as embedded into society (for an anthropological view on this relation, see Gude-
man 1986). The latter dimension is of interest in the context of economics, because one of the 
commonplaces of cultural analysis in economics is the assignment of China to the set of so-
called collectivist cultures in the world. The distinction between individualism and collectiv-
ism is standard lore in the management sciences (Hofstede 1991), but has been also intro-
duced into economics, especially in the context of research into the long-run determinants of 
economic development (Greif 1994, Greif and Tabellini 2010). This notion does not refer to 
ideological components of Chinese culture, but mainly to behavioral patterns, in the sense of a 
confluence of social-psychological tendencies and social-structural facts.  A ‘Third Culture’ in Economics? An Essay on Smith, Confucius and the Rise of China 
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Behavioral patterns have been in the focus of many theories about economic development, 
such as Max Weber’s famous protestantism hypothesis. Very often, they are seen as building 
blocks of general sets of cultural values which ultimately also find expression in ideologies, 
such as economic liberalism, which emphasizes the importance of individual liberty and en-
trepreneurship. Recently, many economists are therefore inclined to see long-run legacies of 
past endowments with institutions, such as different patterns of colonial rule, and therefore 
seem to tend towards a theory of cultural determinism in economic development (Acemoglu 
et al. 2001, Guiso et al. 2006; with reference to China: Landes 2006). 
There is no doubt that China is undergoing landslide social changes which will also affect 
those behavioral patterns, and that there is a lively exchange of ideas between China and the 
world. In this paper, I wish to explore the potential of these changes as far as China’s role as a 
source of inspiration in economic thinking is concerned, in the sense of basic conceptions of 
economic policy and the relation between the economy and society (that is, I do not talk about 
economics as a scientific discipline in the first place). So, I do not venture to identify the ex-
isting impact of China, but I explore the field in a creative way, as a project in transcultural 
communication and synthesis. My question is whether we can imagine a ‘third culture’ in 
economics, in the sense how this term is used in the theory of cross-cultural communication 
(Casmir 1999; for an earlier attempt, see Herrmann-Pillath 2010). However, this creative ex-
ploration builds on a series of facts about China which seem to be neglected especially in 
those approaches which emphasize collectivism as a major cultural feature. I put together two 
perspectives on China. One is the behavioral perspective on collectivism. This mainly refers 
to fundamental conceptions about economic behavior and social interaction in Chinese popu-
lar culture, especially in the rural society, i.e. the ‘little tradition’ in anthropological parlance. 
Considering social  change in China today, the  dominating force is urbanization and rural 
change, which will also increase the impact of traditional ways of life on the modern econ-
omy, for example, in the context of family business (and not just trigger the modernizing 
force of urbanization, to which rural society would passively adapt). The other perspective 
sheds light on the ‘great tradition’, that is, in a very broad sense, the meaning of Confucian-
ism in the context of the economy. There is a revival of Confucianism in China today, but this 
might mostly reflect political expedience and the search for national identity after Marxism 
lost its legitimacy. My interest in classical Chinese thinking flows from my project of creative 
interpretation: Can we imagine to make sense of certain Confucian principles in the modern 
world? This exercise is similar to Amartya Sen’s (2009) approach to employ terms from clas-
sical Indian philosophy to build a modern theory of justice. Such an approach aims at writing 
a de-centered intellectual history of the world, that does not claim actual lines of impact in the 
history of ideas, but that reconstructs this history in search for commonalities, shared ques-
tions and the potential for future conceptual innovations that arise from those ideational dis-
coveries. That being said, it is important to recognize that common views on ‘modernization 
as Westernization” systematically misperceive the factual impact of flows of ideas from East 
to West throughout history (Hobson 2004). 
How can we succeed in both endeavours and establish a common framework? There are few 
theoretical approaches that fuse intellectual history and behavioral analysis, in the sense of 
historical anthropology and social history. One of them is the work by the sociologist Norbert 
Elias (1969), who argued that changing patterns of behavior in Western Europe eventually 
also resulted into principled conceptions about the separating line between the individual and 
‘society’ as an abstract conception. Once those conceptions were established, they also re-
sulted into corresponding narratives about large-scale social and intellectual changes, which A ‘Third Culture’ in Economics? An Essay on Smith, Confucius and the Rise of China 
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always come close to teleological ideas about progress towards modernity, liberty and democ-
racy.  In  this  context,  intellectual  history  was  also  implicitely  crafted  to  reflect  this  self-
conception of the West.  
A foremost example is Adam Smith, whom I also put into the center of this paper, for that 
very reason. Smith is regarded to be the father of modern economic thinking, especially also 
in terms of its ideological foundations, i.e. individualistic liberalism. At the same time, Smith 
was a behavioral scientist, and his ideas about the economy were rooted in empirical observa-
tions about human behavior, especially of the moral kind. Recently, economists have revived 
their interest in Smith as a behavioral scientist, and have therefore re-disvovered his magistral 
‘Theory of Moral Sentiments’ (Ashraf et al. 2005; Smith 1759). Indeed, in the history of eco-
nomic thought we notice a bias, if not distortion in claiming Smith as the father of economics, 
as he was a moral philosopher in the first place. The complexity of his behavioral theory stays 
in stark contradiction with his reception in economics, and was perceived as the ‘Adam Smith 
problem’ for long (finally settled in the 1976 Glasgow edition, see Rafael and Macfie 1976). I 
interpret the history of the Adam Smith problem as an indicator of the fundamental issue how 
far the reception of past ideas is actually a part of the narrative that renders current develop-
ments meaningful. If that is the case, a new question looms large: How far can we reach a re-
assessment of Western intellectual history if we see it in the light of an entirely different and 
mostly autonomous culture? In other words, reading Smith through the lense of Confucius, 
what do we see? And what we see, how far can this contribute to conceptual innovation in the 
future? Especially, what are the implications for the idea of a liberal economy and society? 
Classical Chinese thinking was mainly moral philosophy, and so we may ask what are the 
commonalities and differences between Confucianism and Smith, the moral philosopher? The 
results of this inquiry are also important for analyzing the behavioral aspects of Chinese cul-
ture. In a first step, we can ask in which way Smith’s notions of morality were compatible 
with related conceptions in Chinese popular culture. In the second step, we have to notice the 
complex interaction between ‘little tradition’ and ‘great tradition’ in China. Here, the mean-
ings of Confucianism are ambivalent, reaching from certain elements of popular culture to the 
philosophical viewpoints of different groups of scholars and eventually to the official ideol-
ogy of the Chinese empire. On all levels, Confucianism is a construct which in fact synthe-
sizes different ideas stemming from Daoism, Buddhism or the ancient doctrine of legism with 
different weights and meanings, respectively. Official Confucianism adapted elements from 
popular culture, but often also stood in contrast to it, aiming at the moral transformation of 
society (for example, regarding the family, see Ebrey 1991). These tensions were part and 
parcel of Chinese folk religion and popular beliefs about society (see e.g. Feuchtwang 1992). 
In this paper, for limited space I can only sketch a rough argument. I begin with presenting an 
inspiring, but controversial recent contribution by a Chinese economist and intellectual, who 
argues that China’s rise may be linked with the global transition to cosmopolitanism, and that 
this has historical roots in classical Chinese thinking, which he sees as a direct precursor to 
modern economics as it has been seminally shaped by Adam Smith. In the next section, I put 
these reinterpretations of classical Chinese thought in the context of our current revisionist 
view on Chinese economic and social history, which describes Imperial China as a market 
economy and society sui generis. Then I sketch the cultural legacy of this historical structure 
for the ‘little tradition’ in rural China today. Finally I pull all those threads of the argument 
together in a synopsis of family resemblances between Confucianism and Adam Smith. I con-A ‘Third Culture’ in Economics? An Essay on Smith, Confucius and the Rise of China 
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clude with some observations about the ‘third culture’ in economics that can be discerned 
from these observations. 
 
2  China and cosmopolitanism: A view on the Chinese origins of modern 
economic thought 
 
In order to entice the reader to open up her mind to what follows, I wish to introduce a view-
point that was developed by the Chinese economist Sheng Hong in the past two decades 
(Sheng 2010). Until recently, Sheng Hong was Director of the Unirule Institute at Beijing, an 
autonomous think tank in economics. The Unirule  Institute was established in 1993 by a 
number of leading Chinese intellectuals and economists under the leadership of Mao Yushi, 
himself an economist with focus on the United States and an influential voice in the Chinese 
public, who heralded the need to find a synthesis between economic growth and moral princi-
ples, both in his writings and in his many grassroots activities. The name of the institute is 
more expressive in Chinese, Tianze yanjiusuo. The use of tianze 天则refers to the  ‘principles 
of the heaven’ and is inspired by a citation from one of the oldest Confucian classics, the Shi-
jing: tian sheng zheng min, you wu you li 天生烝民，有物有则, which roughly translates as 
“Heaven generates humankind, with matter and rules”, meaning that all human beings follow 
naturally endowed rules. The use of the term tianze in the title of an economics research insti-
tute signals the idea that there are natural principles according to which the economy operates, 
and which should not be disturbed by external interventions, beyond the establishment of in-
stitutions, which are mainly seen as evolving endogenously. In this sense, the name of the 
institute reflects a liberal position in economic policy, with a special emphasis on the perspec-
tive of institutional economics. Even more so, the philosophical implications of the motto 
come close to fundamental principles of the Scottish enlightenment. 
In his works, Sheng Hong consistently strives to reconcile Chinese tradition with modern 
economic development and modern economics. His recently published book makes some of 
his papers accessible which were published in the 1990s in influential journals such as Du shu 
(‘Reading’) and Guanli shijie (‘Management World’), so reaching a broad audience in the 
intellectual elites. In these papers, Sheng argues that classical Chinese thinking was not only 
compatible with modern economics, but even presaged it and exerted impact on it. Sheng 
boldly asserts that certain fundamental notions of modern economics stemmed from China, at 
least implicitly and indirectly. 
I do not want to discuss the philological validity of these propositions (but see a few remarks 
below). What is important is that an influential Chinese scholar discusses in much detail the 
question of a possible synthesis between Chinese thinking and the Western tradition, espe-
cially with regard to basic notions such as a liberal economic order. Sheng proposes that this 
synthesis could be a transcultural exchange in a multicultural world, which would not assign 
the exclusive status of modernity to one of them. He calls this synthesis ‘ecumenical’. The 
word ‘ecumene’ is sometimes used in English translations of the Chinese tianxia 天下, which 
Sheng refers to in his call for tianxia zhuyi, hence ecumenical thinking, which he confronts 
with ‘globalism’ shijie zhuyi. In European history, the term ‘ecumene’ shows a similar vacil-A ‘Third Culture’ in Economics? An Essay on Smith, Confucius and the Rise of China 
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lation of semantics as the Chinese tianxia, with denoting the reach of human civilization in 
Greek times, and the empire in Roman times. To avoid these semantic repercussions, and yet 
without stretching the argument, I would propose to translate tianxia zhuyi as ‘cosmopolitan-
ism’, in the sense of the current debate, especially in the context of Adam Smith (Forman-
Barzilai 2010). This is because in the etymology of the term, the word tianxia refers to two 
overlapping, but different meanings. Originally the term referred to the land that was con-
trolled by the Chinese emperor, including the territories that were aligned via tribute relations. 
Later, the term turned more abstract and referred to the reach of human civilization. This is 
also the sense of the famous dictum tianxia wei gong 天下为公 in the calligraphy by Sun 
Yatsen, which became part of the staple of catchwords in the global green movement (here, 
implying that ‘the Earth belongs to all’). Sheng uses the term in this broader sense, so that we 
can say that tianxia zhuyi is the idea of a global civilization that encompasses a diversity of 
cultures. In fact, this interpretation matches with the historical evolution of the Chinese em-
pire, which was a multiethnic body politic based on certain universal civilizational principles 
and artefacts such as the Chinese script (Schmidt-Glintzer 1997). 
It is essential to recognize why Sheng makes that distinction. He claims that globalism, which 
is a Western term, is actually violating basic principles of economic liberalism in opting for 
trade  liberalization  but  containing  international  migration.  So,  globalism  is  a  conceptual 
framework which still builds on the conception of the nation state and hence economic na-
tionalism. Sheng argues that Chinese traditional culture was embracing cosmopolitanism, but 
had to develop into nationalism in order to fence off Western nationalisms. He distinguishes 
between  Western  ‘expansionary  nationalism’  and  Chinese  ‘defensive  nationalism’,  and  is 
worried about the legacy of the latter for the future development of China. The tension be-
tween traditional cosmopolitanism and nationalism left China in an awkward position, and the 
only solution would be the realization of cosmopolitanism of a truly global scale, which he 
hopes will happen with the rise of China. With such grand views on secular trends, Sheng 
stands in the tradition of influential Chinese thinkers of the late and early 20th century: For 
example, the Confucian intellectual Liang Shuming (who even experienced the first decade of 
Chinese economic reforms and passed away in 1988) had argued in the 1920s that China can 
only survive if the world is ‘sinicized’ in cultural terms, which would also help to overcome 
the many deficits of Western culture which were so obvious to Chinese intellectuals after the 
tragedy of World War I (Alitto 1979). Ideas about the transition from the ‘nation state’ to a 
new political order based on culture and civilization continue to flourish among Chinese intel-
lectuals until today (e.g. 21 shiji jingji daobao 2004). 
In this context, Sheng also discusses economics. The bridge between economic liberalism and 
cosmopolitanism, Chinese style, is built when the fact is recognized that, according to Sheng, 
China actually played an important role in shaping modern economic thought. In this he re-
ferred to the work by Quenays, Despotisme de la Chine, well aware of the fact that Adam 
Smith did not see China in the same light. Smith already manifests the incipient change in the 
perception of China during the later stage of the enlightenment. Whereas the early thinkers 
saw China even as a model government, already in Smith we see the emphasis on relative 
decline (e.g. Smith 1976: 111ff.). In Smith, this was related with the paramount policy issue 
with which Smith himself was also concerned, namely the liberalization of foreign trade. 
Smith recognized the high level of economic productivity China had achieved, but also ar-
gued that with different institutions that level could have been surpassed.  A ‘Third Culture’ in Economics? An Essay on Smith, Confucius and the Rise of China 
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China was stuck in a stationary situation, just because it could rely on a large internal market. 
In contrast, Quesnay emphasized the benevolent despotism of China, which was open to eco-
nomic activity, and so contributed to prosperity. He realized that Chinese practice was close 
to the physiocratic analysis of the economic process, and exploited China as a model (Priddat 
2001: 87ff.). After all, his nickname was the ‘Confucius of Europe’. Quesnay’s viewpoints 
reflected a broad tendency in the Enlightenment to see China as model for good government 
which Europe should emulate (for a survey, see Mungello 1999: 87ff.). 
Sheng does not claim that there was a Chinese impact in the details, but saw a strong rele-
vance of the Chinese notion of a natural order on physiocratic thought, and in this respect, 
also on Adam Smith, as far as the laissez-faire doctrine is concerned. With the stylized picture 
of China that was crafted in the early enlightenment, certain fundamental notions emerged of 
a natural process in the economy that should not be disturbed by strong interventions of gov-
ernment. The hypothesis that European economic thinking was influenced by China has been 
confirmed recently in attempts to write a global intellectual history (Hobson 2004). As today, 
this worked mainly via the example of China, which was not only reported in many influential 
Jesuit texts and compilations of geographic knowledge, but was also visually present in mil-
lions of pieces of Chinese porcellain depicting the Eastern Arcadia. The Chinese doctrine of 
wu wei 无为was a conceptual centerpiece of physiocratic movements and was presumably 
put into practice for the first time in the newly established Swiss federation, in a transforma-
tion which was achieved, among others, by the influential writer of Staatsromane (novels of 
government) Albrecht von Haller in extending the wu wei principle to commerce (Gerlach 
2005). So, we have evidence on a diffuse, yet broad impact of Chinese ideas on economics 
and even on policies on the even of European industrialization. 
In his argument, Sheng concentrates on specific concepts in modern economics which he 
traces back to classical Chinese thought in the Warring States period and puts together a syn-
cretic view of different authors, reaching from Master Kong to Lao Zi. In this he makes a very 
strong claim, namely that classical Chinese thought already presaged many concepts of mod-
ern institutional economics. He starts out from one point that certainly deserves attention: 
This is the concept of the limits of knowledge, which is especially strong in Daoist thought, 
and which he interprets also as a precursor of the Scottish views on the limitations to human 
constructivist rationality. Further, he points out that the early thinkers already emphasized the 
importance of property rights in a peaceful society, and that government has the responsibility 
to protect them. Differences among people are essential for society, which Sheng interprets as 
an early indication of the division of labour, and indeed, in classical conceptions the notion of 
universal cooperation based on reciprocity looms large. The government is obliged to prepare 
the preconditions for that, and at the same time has to refrain from claiming to many resources 
from the people. By this, the government would contribute to maintaining the natural order of 
society. So, Sheng concludes that there is much common ground between classical Chinese 
thought  and  modern  economics,  which  he  sees  as  a  precondition  for  China  and  Chinese 
economists becoming a force of transforming globalism into cosmopolitanism in the future. 
Sheng Hong’s viewpoint certainly highlights important and neglected points in the interpreta-
tion of the classical literature, but also seems to blur the semantical boundaries between the 
traditional views on inequalitity and distinctiveness in social hierarchies and the modern no-
tion on diversity in the division of labour and the marketplace. He also downplays the distinc-
tions between physiocratic thinking, both Chinese and European style, and modern econom-
ics. In our context, these issues are not as important as the more basic point: In principle, it is A ‘Third Culture’ in Economics? An Essay on Smith, Confucius and the Rise of China 
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possible to create a reconciliation between institutional, which means, ultimately, Smithian 
economics and classical Chinese thought. In a creative, if not provocative argument, Sheng 
shows the way how a ‘third culture’ in economics might look like, which would reflect a truly 
cosmopolitan perspective on fundamental principles and values underlying economics as a 
science. 
 
3  China’s traditional market economy 
 
A few remarks seem to be in place to clarify the historical background of Chinese thinking 
about the economy during Imperial times. When Western observers often emphasize the role 
of Confucianism in Chinese political culture and society, this presents a very distorted picture 
of historical facts. It is amazing to notice that until the late 20th century, the fundamental ten-
sion in Chinese political culture was that between progressivist etatism and conservative lib-
eralism. This leitmotif was firmly established in one of the most influential economic texts in 
Imperial China, the ‘Discourses about Salt and Iron’ Yantie lun (Loewe 1974: 93ff.; Mende / 
Vogel / Schefold 2002) which reports about a policy debate at the Han court taking place in 
the year 81 BC. Here, the legist view recommended state monopolies on salt and iron and an 
eleborate system of government intervention into markets in order to increase the prosperity 
of the people and the riches of the Empire. Legist thought was also in favour of industry and 
commerce, albeit with strong goverment regulation. These ideas continued to exert strong 
impact of government practice throughout the Empire, and they were still implicit to modern-
ist thought in the 20th century. The Confucians strongly criticized this approach and argued 
that government should refrain from interfering with natural processes in the economy, espe-
cially if this would be also connected with the explicit pursuit of wealth on part of the Impe-
rial administration (which establishes a family resemblance with the anti-mercantilist thinking 
of Quesnay and Smith). For them, government should be based on moral order, and the econ-
omy should be left in a natural state, in which agriculture is the only source of economic 
riches (agriculture as the root, nongben 农本 ). 
As we see, compared with Europe, the uniqueness of the Chinese ideological development 
lies in the combination between liberalism and conservatism on the one hand, and modernism 
and etatism on the other. The Smithian combination between modernism and liberalism did 
not occur in China, and even today seems to be relatively weak. However, as we shall see, this 
assessment calls for second thoughts. One is to recognize the convergence between Smithian 
and Confucian views on the role of morality in human society, which I will discuss in the sub-
sequent sections. The other is to relate the ideological development in Imperial China with the 
factual historical changes that took place until China was confronted with Western imperial-
ism. A ‘Third Culture’ in Economics? An Essay on Smith, Confucius and the Rise of China 
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In the past four decades, our views about the socioeconomic structure of the Chinese empire 
have undergone a revision, if not a revolution, heralded by Mark Elvin’s (1973) magistral 
analysis of the ‘medieval economic revolution’ under the Song emperors (these revisions have 
been synthesized in brilliant early surveys by the doyen of American China studies, John 
King Fairbank 1978 and summarized in his posthumously published ‘new history’ of China, 
1992, but they continue to be worked out until today, e.g. Zelin 2009). Previously, our views 
were directly shaped by Chinese historiography which provided a ‘great tradition’ view on 
Chinese history. That is, political and social change was interpreted in the light of Confucian 
orthodoxy, and hence, mainly from the view of the government, which even includes a dis-
torted picture of its own legist practice (so, for example, the eminent French historian Etienne 
Balazs 1964: 13ff. spoke of China as a ‘permanently bureaucratic society’, although he al-
ready was aware of the upcoming revisions of the historical picture). Today, we have a much 
more  precise  view  on  popular  culture  and  socioeconomic  structure  (e.g.  Eastman  1988), 
which have also changed our ideas about the relation between the ‘great’ and the ‘little tradi-
tion’. This went also hand in hand with the increasing recognition of geographical and subcul-
tural diversity in Imperial China, for example, in emphasizing the uniqueness of the Jiangnan 
region as the most socio-economically advanced region in China (Naquin and Rawski 1988). 
This is not the place to discuss details, but we need to recognize that the classical debate about 
‘Salt and Iron’ was already a modern one in the sense that it was centered around the phe-
nomenon of declining feudalism and the emergence of market relations during the preceding 
Warring States period. The conservativism of Confucius was directly opposing these social 
changes, while recognizing beneficial aspects on general prosperity. Other thinkers empha-
sized other aspects of these changes, but eventually one ideological conflict remained in the 
center of the further intellectual developments of the Chinese empire, between Legism (often, 
but wrongly translated as ‘legalism’) and Confucianism, which was even invoked again under 
Mao’s rule. Legism was the philosophical foundation of authoritarian bureaucratic rule, with a 
deep mistrust against human nature, whereas Confucians started out from the primacy of a 
natural moral order as the foundation of government.  
Interestingly, although Confucianism looked down on merchants in moral terms, in fact it 
proposed a duality of moral values for the ‘gentleman’ junzi and the ordinary people xiao ren, 
the ‘little ones’. Economic activity of ordinary people is legitimate, and the government even 
has to protect and support it, a claim that was firstly made by Mencius in a systematic fashion. 
Indeed, in the history of Confucianism there were significant strands of thought in which 
markets and their social context were seen in a very positive light, such as the Zhejiang school 
of Confucianism, which, until today, is one of the Chinese provinces with the highest share of 
private entrepreneurship in the economy.  Interestingly, this so-called ‘pragmatic’ (shigong 
xue 事功学) school already emerged during Song times, simultaneously with the establish-
ment  of  the  Neo-Confucian  orthodoxy,  and  branched  out  into  different  strands  which  re-
mained especially strong in the Jiangnan region (Wang Xiaoyi et al. 1996: 10ff.; at today’s 
Ningbo city, there is a museum devoted to this school). The recognition of markets as a fun-
damental organizational principle in society also affected government policies, which became 
much less interventionist under the Qing emperors, and there was a shift from direct to indi-
rect policies, for example, even in emergency action taken against floods and famines, such as 
providing relief not in kind but in specie so that markets would have done the job of allocat-
ing the resources where those were in need (Will 1990). The Imperial bureaucracy was highly 
professional in assessing the relative efficiency of markets and administrative measures in 
particular contexts. A ‘Third Culture’ in Economics? An Essay on Smith, Confucius and the Rise of China 
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These ideological developments reflected an economy and society which looked very differ-
ent from the picture of ‘oriental despotism’ that was dominant in Western perceptions until 
the 1960s, and in many popular conceptions until today (for an excellent overview, see Zelin 
1990, and for a systematic exposure of faulty contrasts between Europe and China in terms on 
institutions and marketization, see Pommeranz 2000). Considering Sheng’s arguments, which 
did not refer to historical developments, they may make much more sense in reference to 
those historical facts than in the interpretation of the early thinkers. This is essential for the 
grand view of global trends, which recently emphasises the reemergence of China as a leading 
economy of the world, after almost two centuries of social havoc, internal strife, foreign inva-
sions and war. On the height of her endogenous development, China had a government which 
aimed at minimizing the burden for her citizens, explicitely keeping taxes low and striving for 
the rationalization of procedures. Merchants may not have counted much in the ‘great tradi-
tion’, but were in fact highly regarded elites in local communities, with the lineage (i.e. the 
Chinese form of the extended family) as the primordial unit which integrates different social 
roles and strata, especially scholar-officials and merchants (a landmark volume triggering this 
shift of perspective was Esherick and Rankin 1990). Self-organization in townships and cities 
became increasingly important, with local government officials mainly playing the role as 
coordinators and moral leaders. Even essential government functions such as taxation were 
delegated to self-organizing bodies of local merchant communities (Mann 1987). 
In fact, economic historians today do no longer see strong and interventionist bureaucratic 
government as main cause of the failed transition to industrialization, but an increasingly 
weak  government  which  could  not  provide  for  the  necessary  public  infrastructure  (Jones 
1988).  This  relative  inactivity  directly  reflects  the  classical  preferences  for  indirect  rule, 
mainly relying on the natural order, against the background of increasing demographic and 
ecological strains on infrastructure (Robertson 1999: 16ff.). In the economy, the government 
did not directly regulate private activities, which were guided by informal customary law 
(Huang 2006a,b). But the government heeded attention to this customary law and actively 
contributed to its enforcement. Traditional China was a contractarian society to a much higher 
degree than Europe in its past (Hansen 1995). All important matters were regulated by private 
contracts following customary law, and if necessary, those contracts were enforced also by the 
local courts (for a view on the contemporary relevance of these customs, see Cohen 1992). 
This customary law was the breeding ground for the unfolding of a division of labour that was 
again and again described by Western travellers to China, who until the late 18th century em-
phasized the relative prosperity of China as compared to Europe. 
Classical thinking saw the family at the center of the society. Interestingly, Sheng Hong also 
argues that familism can be the foundation for cosmopolitanism, opposing to nationalism. 
Yet, throughout the 20th century, the family was recognized as the breeding ground of Chi-
nese entrepreneurship, but also as a major obstacle to modernization, because it allegedly 
blocked the transition to the modern corporation. Again, our picture is undergoing significant 
changes (surveyed in Zelin 2009). The traditional Chinese family unit included large scale 
corporate entities, the lineages and their funds, which underwent an autonomous transition to 
more professional and accountable forms of governance and professional management. Line-
age organization with shareholding arrangements also served as a pattern that was followed 
by non-kin-based merchant organizations.  A ‘Third Culture’ in Economics? An Essay on Smith, Confucius and the Rise of China 
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In acknowledging these facts, it is increasingly difficult to assign causal primacy to cultural 
factors in China’s failed endogenous modernization, especially when considering the endemic 
instability of the government under pressure from foreign impact. Further, it is essential to 
differentiate between political and ecological factors in China’s development, and institutional 
ones: Recent revisionist economic history has emphasized the former against the latter, and 
highlighted the similarity of market mechanisms between China and Europe (e.g. Raski 1989, 
Pommeranz 2000). In other words, past assessments of Chinese development were distorted 
by the limited view on the collapse of the ‘great tradition’, and the systematic neglect of the 
‘little tradition’. However, the term ‘little tradition’ may be misleading in this context, as we 
refer in fact to relatively homogenous features of Chinese culture which unified society across 
all strata, and which was inherited across generations also in the 20th century, especially in 
the rural areas (Herrmann-Pillath 2009b). 
To summarize, we can say that Imperial China was a market economy with a strong reliance 
on endogenously evolving institutions and relatively weak direct government intervention, 
which was supportive to markets. This economy was driven by entrepreneurial activity in the 
context of highly differentiated local, regional and national market systems. Especially, Chi-
nese agriculture was commercialized to a high degree, with the most prosperous Jiangnan 
region as the developmental spearhead. Given this historical pattern, what are the implications 
for the reconstruction of Chinese culture with regard to the value foundations of behavior and 
social action? 
 
4  The essence of Chinese culture: The view from modern behavioral sci-
ences 
 
What is the core of Chinese culture, especially in relation to the economy and social interac-
tions? I will analyze this question in two steps. First I give an overview about certain princi-
ples of social intercourse and behavioral patterns which have been established in recent an-
thropological research, social psychology and cognitive sciences (for a more extensive treat-
ment, see Herrmann-Pillath 2009c). In doing this, I criticize the common uses of the term 
‘collectivism’ in economics and emphasize the individualistic and entrepreneurial values in 
popular culture, which have been characteristic for China over centuries, if not millenia. In the 
next section, I move on to interpret these observations in a grand synthesis of Adam Smith 
and Confucius, which, as I have said, is intended to be a transcultural synthesis in a similar 
vein as Sheng Hong’s. 
In recent research in cognitive and social psychology, the standard notion of collectivism has 
been questioned (for a survey, see Brewer and Chen 2007). Today, a minimal distinction is 
that  between  ‘relational  collectivism’  and  ‘categorial  collectivism’  (my  term,  Brewer  and 
Chen use ‘group collectivism’ which I find confusing) . In both cases, the collective refers to 
a group, but with essentially different characteristics. In relational collectivism, the group 
consists of people with whom an individual interacts in a particular context. Categorial collec-
tivism refers to abstract collectives such as the nation or the company. Clearly, the categories 
can overlap in concrete cases, because the company is also a set of people who interact. But A ‘Third Culture’ in Economics? An Essay on Smith, Confucius and the Rise of China 
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almost always, and even in this case, the two groups are not co-extensive (we only interact 
with a subset of employees of a company). In cross-cultural comparisons, the importance of 
this distinction results from the fact that the two collectivisms run across standard dual oppo-
sitions. So, for example, Americans may score high in individualism (e.g. entrepreneurship) 
but also in categorial collectivism (e.g. loyalty to the company). This observation shows that 
the Western emphasis on individualism may be misleading because individualism cannot be 
defined independently from the proper delineation of the boundaries between the individual 
and the group; which is cultural phenomenon of its own. 
Regarding China, the interesting observation is that relational collectivism corresponds with 
earlier philosophical and sociological characterizations of Chinese culture being a culture of 
interdependent individualism or personalism (Metzger 1977, King 1994). The resulting ambi-
guity reflects certain features of traditional conceptions of social relations which can be best 
understood when analyzing the ubiquitious role of guanxi in Chinese society, namely particu-
laristic webs of relations which can be exploited for mutual gain (for a recent collection of 
research papers on guanxi, see Gold et al. 2002). This analysis starts with a caveat: The schol-
arly treatment of guanxi reaches from its elevation to a fundamental principle to its treatment 
as a transitory phenomenon in communist China (Yang 1994 versus Guthrie 1998), and also 
in Chinese indigenous conceptualizations these different attitudes can be found, both schol-
arly and in folk culture (see the discussion in Chang 2010). Yet, the concept is of sufficient 
generality so that its analysis is useful to identify some general structural features which even-
tually are also independent from this concept in the narrow sense; this is why it also plays a 
central role in recent attempts to characterize Chinese business behavior (Li 2007). Therefore, 
subsequently I will no longer use the term, but just speak of ‘social relations’ as reflected in 
indigenous  conceptions  (for  a  discussion  of  contemporary  transformations  of  guanxi,  see 
Wank 1996, 2002). 
What makes Chinese social relations special, in comparison with the Western conceptions, is 
the emphasis on embeddedness and relatedness as primary forces of social action (Gabrenya 
and Hwang 1996; for consequences in management, see e.g. Chua et al. 2009). This is ac-
companied by the notion of concentric circles, with family and friendship at the core, and 
their expansion with decreasing degrees of familiarity and mutual trust. However, these cir-
cles are not naturally determined, beyond the inner circles, but can be actively shaped in so-
cial interaction. The central determinant is a specific mix between emotions and instrumental 
reason (Jacobs 1982, Kipnis 2002). A stable social relation is grounded in shared emotions, 
mostly based on perceived similarities among individuals, and common interests in reciprocal 
exchange. The emotional basis is the precondition for the long-term sustainability of the rela-
tion which at the same time allows for the decoupling of reciprocity. A stable social relation 
builds on imbalanced reciprocity and the moral commitment to exchange benefits through 
time. Until very recently, in Chinese villages these abstract norms were cast into an explicit 
system of social accounts. Social relations are managed with great effort by everybody, and 
they are also public to a certain degree. They are embodied in a flow of gifts at the many oc-
casions throughout the life cycle of an individual (Kipnis 1996, Yan 1996).  
Against this background, it is essential to recognize two aspects. The first is that the individ-
ual stands at the center of its unfolding social relations. The second is that the individual in-
vests into social relations, so that relations are often linked with shared endeavours (Chen and 
Chen 2004). Both aspects stay in stark tension with traditional views on collectivism. In Chi-
nese conceptions, the Ego is not simply entangled in a web of social relations which dominate A ‘Third Culture’ in Economics? An Essay on Smith, Confucius and the Rise of China 
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his interests (I use his by intention, as there are certainly gender differences in this respect), 
but plays an active role in shaping them. Especially, the set of relations is not a given, but 
there is much space for social creativity in starting new relations. In that sense, managing so-
cial relations is an entrepreneurial activity that comes close to invest into the formation of 
social capital (actually, Chang 2010 reports that the farmers at her fieldsite call the manage-
ment of social relations as ‘raising pigs’, yang zhu). This is most evident from the calculatory 
nature of the relations, which, in spite of being emotionally grounded, are conceived in in-
strumental terms. 
When considering the public nature of social relations, this refers to their observability in 
terms of embodied signs, in particular the flow of gifts. But even more so, the public character 
results from the moral framework in which they take place. Chinese language distinguishes 
between two kinds of emotions, the individual feelings  ganqing 感情and the socially  ap-
proved emotional commitments, the renqing 人情 . So, all social relations are guided by a 
moral code which makes the measure of fulfilment public. This is why the flow of gifts is also 
called the exchange of renqing, even referring to cash as renqing (Wilson 1997). The public 
nature of social relations is also evident from the pivotal role of ‘face’ in Chinese social inter-
actions, where a clear distinction between social status mianzi 面子and moral reputation lian 
脸is made (Hwang 2006). The exchange of renqing is a matter of moral reputation. For our 
subsequent discussion of Smith, it is essential to recognize that in Chinese social interaction, 
the concern for face encompasses both Ego and Alter, that is, not only does Ego care for his 
face, but Ego also cares for the face of Alter. The latter presupposes the capacity to take Al-
ter’s position. This switch of positions is a major precondition for implicit communication, 
which has been consistently emphasized as a hallmark of East Asian cultures in general (see 
Hall’s 1976 notion of high-context cultures). 
In traditional rural society, this role of social relations was mainly focused on non-agnatic 
kinship, which always, and today increasingly, included non-kin as ‘quasi kin’ (Chang 2010, 
Xiao 2010). The common picture of China as a patriarchal Confucian society fails to depict in 
sufficient detail the fact that a major expansion of social relations takes place via marriage. In 
this context, Skinner’s (1964/65) seminal analysis of traditional Chinese society as a market 
centered – in opposition to a village centered – society is of central importance. Very often, 
marriage relations transcended village borders and were mediated via the market towns. So, 
non-agnatic social relations also followed the market based patterns of interactions. 
In her most recent extensive ethnography of a Chinese village, Chang (2010) has developed a 
conceptual  framework  which  goes  beyond  the  conception  of  guanxi,  the  lishang  wanglai 
礼尚往来 model. This highlights two essential elements of popular wisdom about social rela-
tions in China. One, the wanglai, refers to the idea that social relations are created and emerge 
from recurrent social interchange, without preconceived positions of the individuals involved. 
These interactions are embedded into lishang, which are the local conceptions of propriety. 
What is proper behavior, is not simply determined by a given codex, but can be further ana-
lyzed in terms of different sources of justification, such as human feelings (the renqing) or 
rational calculation. This can result into different forms of social relations, such as generous, 
expressive or instrumental. Guanxi are just a subset of this comprehensive set of possible 
kinds of relations. It is important to recognize that this framework even includes religious 
behavior, as people also maintain social relations with their ancestors. So, on the one hand the 
individual is seen as being entangled in vast web of clearly specified relations, but at the same 
time it remains at the center of these relations and can shape them actively. A ‘Third Culture’ in Economics? An Essay on Smith, Confucius and the Rise of China 
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The relevance of these social structures and interactional patterns for economic processes 
comes to the for in many ways. One example is the role of embedded governance in the pro-
vision of public goods in Chinese villages, which has been empirically scrutinized by Tsai 
(2002, 2007). Tsai shows that the degree of accountability of local cadres managing infra-
structure differs vastly across Chinese villages, even if ‘all else is close to equal’, i.e. with 
similar levels of development, close proximity etc., depending on the strength and structure of 
traditional social interactions, such as in lineages and temple organizations. A central inter-
mediating variable is the role of of moral reputation and the resulting commitment of cadres 
towards the local community. Indeed, popular religion and its related social interaction pat-
terns also played a significant role in Taiwanese economic development and business organi-
zation (Pennarz 1992). 
To summarize and generalize, recent research into the psychology and sociology of Chinese 
social interaction has clearly shown that the individualism / collectivism divide is seriously 
misleading. Chinese culture features a complex pattern of relational collectivism and interde-
pendent individualism, which is revealed in anthropological studies on rural society. On a 
more abstract level, the differences between China and Western societies may be located in 
differences of cognitive style, which in turn interact with differences of social ecology (Nis-
bett 2003). This leads us back to differences in the intellectual history of the West and the 
East. Chinese cognition scores highly in indicators of field-dependence, which means is con-
text-sensitive and holistic, whereas the average Western individual tends to be more field-
independent and analytic. This has consequences for the perception of social relations, as 
field-dependence evidently relates with relational collectivism and interdependent personal-
ism, whereas field-independence implies more emphasis on categorial separations (for corre-
sponding experiments on different cognitive stances towards semantic classification, see Ji et 
al. 2004). 
So far, my claim is that Chinese culture reflects a co-evolution of behavioral patterns and 
structural characteristics of the  Imperial market economy, which provides the scaffold on 
which the rise of China as an economic power could firmly rely. Confucianism as a moral and 
political worldview was a part of this long-run historical process. These two dimensions, the 
research into behavioral patterns and the view on intellectual history, can now be merged in 
our discussion of Adam Smith, the moral philosopher. China’s ‘great tradition’ always inter-
acted with her ‘little tradition’, and so we can ask whether eventually the economic success of 
Chinese business all over the world, which is deeply rooted in her little tradition, may also be 
an indicator for a Smithian dimension in classical thought, which has been pinpointed by 
Sheng Hong’s provocative ideas. 
 
5  Confucian family resemblances in Adam Smith’s thought 
 
It is straightforward to put the previous sections together into one single picture in which the 
historical fact of a Chinese market economy corresponds with behavioral patterns which em-
phasize the entrepreneurial management of social relations. Chinese popular culture is com-A ‘Third Culture’ in Economics? An Essay on Smith, Confucius and the Rise of China 
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patible with a market based society, as it was emerging in China already during the times of 
Confucius. Now, can we see Confucius in the light of Adam Smith, and vice versa? 
Recently, Adam Smith received a lot of attention in China, even on the highest level of gov-
ernment,  with  Premier  Wen  Jiabao  referring  to  Smith  repeatedly  (see  e.g. 
(http://www.fmprc.gov.cn/eng/zxxx/t535971.htm).  There  are  extensive  commentaries  on 
Smith (e.g. Luo Weidong 2005). The reason is the ongoing reception of the ‘Theory of Moral 
Sentiments’. Indeed, a closer look demonstrates that the TMS reveals many commonalities 
between Smithian and Confucian thinking. When I use the latter term, I do not refer to Confu-
cius himself, but to the amalgam of ideas that can be seen as being constitutive for the ‘great 
tradition’, in a similar vein as in Sheng Hong’s argument. This can include, for example, no-
tions from Buddhism in later times. 
The common ground between the two lines of thought is naturalism. Smith does not deduce 
moral principles from first principles, either established by reason or by religious fiat, but 
claims to ground them in observations of human nature. This is essentially a Confucian view-
point, which also implies that there is a natural inclination of human beings to behave in a 
moral way. It is also fascinating to notice that the ancient Chinese notion of ‘Heaven’ tian 
comes very close to Smith’s deism, which actually depersonalizes the role of the Creator to 
the largest possible degree, while keeping the idea that nature follows certain principles that 
were ultimately established by him, in the sense of nature being the causal root of all human 
behavior, but being directed towards a final end which is transcendental, hence divine (Long 
2006). Both the Confucians and Smith would agree, however, that for the understanding of 
human life it is not necessary to rely on the Creator himself or itself, but on those principles. 
In this sense, moral philosophy is based on natural facts. 
Smith and the Confucians add the important idea of education and individual development. 
Fully developed morality is the result of moral development in real social interactions. Here, 
Smith even concurs with the Confucians in seeing the family as the natural and most impor-
tant domain where this development takes place. Indeed, Smith clearly has the notion of cir-
cles of sympathy, which provide the context for morality, such that the link between the po-
tential universalistic standpoint of the impartial spectator and the specific cultural context is 
never fully broken (Forman-Barzilai 2007).  
Based on naturalism, Smith starts his moral theory with the fundamental concept of sympa-
thy. Sympathy is a special and well developed notion which in this detail does not seem to 
have a direct correspondence with Chinese concepts (for penetrating analyses, see Sugden 
2002 and Broadie 2006). On the other hand, the notion introduces a perspective which is in 
fact  much  closer  to  Chinese  ideas  than  the  abstract  conceptions  of  egoistic  individualism 
which were highlighted in European intellectual discourse later. In Smith, sympathy reflects 
the fundamental sociality of human nature, and it denotes the capacity to take the position of 
others. I propose to relate this idea to the fundamental Confucian notion of ren 仁. Ren refers 
to the essential two-someness of any form of human existence, and it relates with the capacity 
to act together. 
According to recent philological research (Ge Zhaoguang 2001: 95ff.), ren is a simplified 
merger of the two characters for ‘heart’ and ‘body’, which was later streamlined into the 
combination of the radical ‘man’ and the character ‘two’. So, two different semantic fields are 
activated. One is, in the original meaning, that one can understand the body through the heart, A ‘Third Culture’ in Economics? An Essay on Smith, Confucius and the Rise of China 
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and the other, that human existence is always twosome. Both meanings connect with each 
other, as the heart is seen as enabling a human being to be together with others via a funda-
mental capacity for mutual understanding. This meaning should be contrasted with the many 
Western attempts at translating the concept, sometimes ending up with notions such as ‘love’, 
whereas more careful translators refrain from giving too much content, such as ‘humanity’ 
(Chan 1967). Clearly, whereas the former directly transfers Western meanings into the East-
ern concept, the latter is overly broad. I venture to propose that Smithian ‘sympathy’ might be 
a proper translation of ren, if we exclude later Neoconfucian extensions of the term into the 
metaphysical unity of subject and object. 
Ren shares with sympathy one important property:  It is not just sympathy in the modern 
sense, and it is not unconditonal altruism. In the Confucian framework, ren is abstract and 
concrete at the same time. Its concreteness stems from the fact that in Chinese social thinking, 
sociality is always a concrete phenomenon, as we have seen in the discussion of relational 
collectivism. That is, there is no reference to any sort of abstract collective, but primordially 
to the system of social circles centering around an individual, with the family at the core. That 
is, even though ren is an abstract principle, it cannot serve directly as a conceptual tool to de-
rive moral obligations. This presupposes a specific social context. However, it is also impor-
tant to notice that in Chinese thinking, ren also emerges as a universalistic principle, because 
all Confucian concepts are ultimately rooted in certain metaphysical and cosmological con-
ceptions, which relate to the cosmos as such and human civilization as a part of it (in the sense 
of tianxia). Of course, civilization itself served as a benchmark to distinguish between the 
humans and the barbarians, as in all other high cultures, including the Western ones until most 
recently. But in principle all human beings are seen as being equal in terms of the potential for 
moral and civilizational development. Then, in Chinese thinking, the moral order of society is 
directly reflected in the natural order of the cosmos, which implies the universality of the 
moral order. This is why moral failure, in particular of the rulers, causes disruptions of natural 
processes, such as floods. Smith, as an empiricist, does not have such magical beliefs about 
nature and society, but at the same time adopts a special version of deism which assigns an 
almost metaphysical role to order, akin to a sort of prestabilized harmony which has been im-
posed by Him in defining the starting points of the process of evolution, especially human 
nature. 
However, given the multiplicity of particular values and behaviors, ren does not suffice as an 
absolute benchmark for morality. Smith and the Confucians converge in the view that the 
complementary fundamental principle is justice. In classical Chinese, there were two concepts 
jointly  defining  the  semantic  field  of  justice,  and  which  both  show  close  resemblance  to 
Smithian notions (Roetz 1992). One is yi 义, the other is gong 公. Gong is the opposite of si 
私 and in modern Chinese can be found in composites such as public ownership (gong you) 
versus private ownership (si you). In the original meaning, gong comes very close to imparti-
ality as opposing partial interest si. For example, these concepts were applied in the recurrent 
discourse about irrigation systems and water control in China thoughout Imperial times, with 
gong reflecting the interest of local and regional communities in maintaining lakes and reser-
voirs for water management, whereas si referred to the equally essential partial interest in ex-
panding agricultural land by impoldering (Schoppa 1989).  
So, the classical Chinese notion of justice was directly referring to the notion of impartiality, 
which stands at the center of Smith’s thought. gong appears in most modern words referring 
to justice, such as gongzheng, zhengyi or gongping. In comparison, yi has a stronger compo-A ‘Third Culture’ in Economics? An Essay on Smith, Confucius and the Rise of China 
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nent of contextuality, especially in the sense that in the classical Chinese view, equal treat-
ment has to be modified by social structure, such that social actions are valued differently 
from the viewpoint of different social roles, such as father and son (if the son murders the the 
father, this is of different moral value than when the father murders the son, such that ‘equal-
ity’ would imply different punishments). Again, there is a related concept in Smith, which is 
‘propriety’. Yet, the conjunction of the two concepts also implies that there is a transition pos-
sible to universalistic notions of equality. In this sense, the Chinese conception of morality 
builds on the conception of a plurality of perspectives, though materialized in the specifically 
Chinese social setting, and which can be synthesized into a universalistic view via moral de-
velopment.  
At this point, the distinction between conventional and post-conventional morality comes into 
play (Roetz 1992). One the one hand, justice, especially as yi, relates with the notion of ritual, 
li 礼, which reflects the hierarchical nature of society, so that justice implies the unequal 
treatment of different positions and perspectives. But on the other hand, the majority of Con-
fucian thinkers believed that the resultant social order is only just in the sense of gong if it 
serves the interests of everybody, thus being impartial in terms of the ultimate outcomes. This 
is the use of gong in Sun Yatsen’s calligraphy tianxia wei gong. 
In the Confucian view,  sociality is based on  reciprocity, and the terms of reciprocity  are 
guided by ritual (as we see, the folk wisdom epitomized in the lishang wanglai conception 
actually reflects Confucian thinking). Reciprocity is conceived as direct reciprocity in the 
terms of exchange, especially retribution, denoted as bao 报. In the unfolding of Chinese 
thinking, this was later merged with Buddhist ideas about retribution (Yang 1957). However, 
reciprocity is also extended into the Chinese version of the Golden Rule (denoted with the 
term shu 恕), which implies a universalization in the sense of Kant’s. This transition can be 
seen as showing family resemblances with Smith’s conception of the Impartial Spectator, 
even  though  the  latter  is  a  much  more  complex  notion  (on  its  Kantian  dimensions,  see 
Tugendhat 2004). This is because the evolution of the spectator’s position is based on the re-
ciprocal evaluation of symphatic feelings of resentment and the implied calculation of relative 
weights of actions and counter-actions in moral behavior. This calculatory venue towards im-
partiality is similar to the moral accounting which is involved in the ideas about retribution in 
China. As we have seen, in folk customs this is directly applied on evaluating the flow of 
gifts, which is partial, but at the same time is seen as constitutive for the the local community 
as a universalistic reference. 
There is clearly a much stronger rule of the rites in China, compared to Smith. Classical Chi-
nese thinking accepts natural hierarchies in society, and it defines reciprocity relative to them. 
However, when reading Smith in detail, this thinking does not appear to be strange to him. 
This is for two reasons. The first is that the Chinese approach actually means that morality 
cannot be defined independently from the social context. This is a major unresolved issue in 
Smith’s conception of the Impartial Spectator, as ultimately this inner voice cannot be inde-
pendent from any reference to the established moral norms in a given society. In this sense, 
the circles of sympathy necessarily stay in tension with an entirely universalistic impartiality. 
For Smith, eventually this means that he adopted a critical, if not pessimistic attitude about 
society. On the one hand, he saw moral development in the context of concrete societies. But 
at the same time he believed that the driving force of emulation will misguide individual be-
havior, as social status does not necessarily coincide with moral status: So, Smith implicitly 
distinguished between social status (mianzi) and moral status (lian), and proposed an ethics of A ‘Third Culture’ in Economics? An Essay on Smith, Confucius and the Rise of China 
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virtue, which is certainly Confucian in essence (though Aristotelian in terms of the genesis of 
ideas, see Hanley 2006). The most dangerous force working against a moral order is deceit 
(Gerschlager 2005): High status individuals display signs of status, society strives to attain 
them, and eventually follows wrong moral standards. The disjunction between moral status 
and social status was the most critical issue in Smith’s thinking, which, in the end even in-
duced him to think in pessimistic terms about the market society. Only two forces could stop 
this downward spiral. One is that elites take the responsibility of moral leadership, the other is 
the establishment of law and institutions that contain the negative effects, especially via com-
petition, which contains the accumulation of power (and, of course, even creates the positive 
drive for economic growth). 
Adam Smith is a true Confucian in his emphasis on moral leadership. Confucians did not up-
hold hierarchy and rites at any price. To the contrary, a central concern of Confucius himself 
was moral disorder, which he perceived as the dissociation between assigned status and moral 
essence. Rites without moral essence are without value, and in this sense the rites even obtain 
a critical potential (in claiming the ‘rectification of names’). For this very reason, Confucians 
throughout Chinese history acted as critics of the Emperor even on the highest level, and they 
displayed deep mistrust against the concentration of power. The ideal-typical person of high 
moral standing, the junzi, would always keep a distance to the powerful, and his main task is 
to uncover moral failure in society, especially in the highest ranks. In this context, its also 
significant to realize that Smith concurs with Confucian views in rejecting ‘utility’ as a possi-
ble justification of ethical statements (Shaver 2006). There is a parallelism between the Con-
fucian acceptance of the ordinary interest in prosperity and the Smithian appraisal of material 
progress, but also in the juxtaposition between ‘utility’ and virtue, and the exclusive focus on 
the latter when the moral foundation of human society is at stake. 
This brief comparative sketch reveals many family resemblances between Smith and classical 
Chinese thinking. I did not discuss Smith’s economics in the narrow sense, as we certainly 
can discover many parallels in the sense of Sheng Hong’s reconstruction. What is essential is 
that the view from Confucianism puts Smith back into the right proportions between eco-
nomic and moral reasoning. Smith saw morality as an essential and defining element of a civil 
society  centering  on  the  market  (Evensky  2005).  His  focus  on  individual  interest  in  the 
‘Wealth of Nations’ reflects a complex philosophical position in which the question is raised, 
on  which  constellation  of  interests  can  institutional  development  in  complex  societies  be 
based (compare the discussion by Mehta 2006)? That is, reference to partial interest is justi-
fied by public interest, or, justice. Confucians agree on that in expecting the government to 
heed attention to particular interests, and even taking their fulfilment as a yardstick to assess 
good governance. But government itself cannot be based on any kind of conjunction of partial 
interests. A ‘Third Culture’ in Economics? An Essay on Smith, Confucius and the Rise of China 
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6  Conclusion: Defining the ‘Third Culture’ in economics 
 
By way of conclusion, let me now venture to sketch a conceptual synthesis of Smith and Con-
fucius, asking for the relevance of both the ‘little’ and ‘great tradition’ of China for a global 
conception of a market-based society, or, in Sheng Hong’s sense, market-based cosmopolitan-
ism. The core concepts of this perspective are embeddedness and contextuality, which have 
both a positive and a normative dimension. In the positive dimension, Chinese popular culture 
highlights a fact that has been rediscovered by economics only in the past three decades, 
namely that trust and social capital matter most for entrepreneurial success and the sustain-
ability of the market society (Platteau 1994). Relational collectivism and interdependent per-
sonalism emphasize the social nature of individual entrepreneurship. Against the background 
of the never-ending series of regulatory failures and governance problems in modern capital-
ism, the Chinese tradition emphasizes personal responsibility, moral commitment and high-
lights the role of the family as a unit of society and business. Especially in the context of 
emerging markets and catch-up processes, this role of the family business deserves much 
more attention also in economics and economic policy.  
Asking how trust and social capital can be generated, the role of moral leadership is especially 
salient (Casson 1991). This is very significant against the background of the strong interaction 
between the New Institutional Economics and Management Science in the recent decades, 
which start out from the Williamsonian view on opportunism as a fundamental human feature 
(Ghoshal 2005). Confucians disagree, in the sense that, together with Smith, they have an 
optimistic view on human malleability through education. Economic theory as well as man-
agement science and education have to include morality into their framework. It is important 
to emphasize that this is not endogenous morality, which is mostly emphasized by individual-
istic social theory, claiming that markets create the morals that they need (Baurmann 1996). 
Both Smith and the Confucians believe that markets are a hotbed for moral failure. Thus, mo-
rality is exogenous to the market society. 
The emerging ‘Third Culture’ in economics has also consequences for policy conceptions and 
policy design. The infamous Chinese pragmatism can be re-interpreted as contextualism in the 
sense of the cognitive science concept of field-dependence. Following a distinction that has 
been made recently by Armatya Sen (2009), the Chinese view and the Western approach of 
the past can be seen as juxtaposing ‘realization-focused comparisons’ on the one hand and 
‘transcendental institutionalism’ on the other hand. The latter emphasizes reference to ideal-
ized and theoretical conceptions of systems, whereas the former puts progress relative to the 
status quo into the center of attention. This leads us back to the initial observations about de-
velopment  economics.  The  naïve  version  of  the  Washington  consensus  were  mainly  de-
contextualized, reflecting the belief of economists into the universality of their theories. There 
was a lack of medium-level theorizing that links theory with specific circumstances in time 
and place (compare Little’s 1992 philosophy of science view on Chinese studies). This does 
not  imply  to  question  fundamental  tenets  of  economics,  but,  in  the  sense  of  Justin  Lin’s 
(2010) ‘New Structural Economics’, to heed attention to changing conditions of application in 
the course of economic development. This implies a cautious approach to government inter-A ‘Third Culture’ in Economics? An Essay on Smith, Confucius and the Rise of China 
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vention, mainly because of the awareness that the informational requirements for targetting 
policies are complex and rarely possible to fulfil. So, a ‘third culture’ in economic policies 
does not put most emphasis on criteria of efficiency, but, as Sheng Hong emphasizes, on the 
limits of knowledge. The measure of success in policy making is not how we make best use of 
what we now, but how we minimize possible damage from what we do not know. 
A ‘third culture’ in economics will also rethink the notion of consumer sovereignty. This 
question was raised recently in the context of behavioral economics, leading towards notions 
of ‘libertarian paternalism’ and related ideas about how to influence consumption decisions to 
the best of the imperfectly informed consumer plagued by so-called ‘anomalies’ in rational 
decision making (McFadden 2006, Thaler and Sunstein 2009). A Smithian and Confucian 
view emphasises personal development towards responsibility through education, which in-
cludes a critical approach to consumption, which is always seen as a possible source of moral 
failure through deceit and self-delusion. 
These are some flashlights on a ‘third culture’ in economics. The main task in this endeavour 
is to recognize the plurality of developmental trajectories today, and to aim at putting this into 
a truly cosmopolitian view on the history of ideas on the economy, the polity and society. 
Economic policies, especially in complex fields such as health care or the regulation of public 
utilities, are always guided by certain foundational conceptions about values and principles. In 
this domain, we enter the realm of philosophy. In this domain, reflection upon past thinkers 
can be an extremely powerful source for new ideas. 
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